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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

A package for cheese is provided from metal foil wrap 
ping material which has been coated on at least one of 
its larger surfaces with a material which is corrosion re 
sistant. The package is formed so that the lowermost edge 
portion of the package is turned under to provide a cuff. 
The package is particularly adapted for wrapping cheese. 
The coating is preferably acid-impervious and is also pref 
erably a thermoplastic material that can be heat sealed 
to itself at appropriate locations. 

The present invention relates generally to the packaging 
of cheese products in metallic foil and, more particularly, 
to the packaging in metallic foil of a cheese product which 
causes the metal foil to corrode when in contact therewith. 

Metal foils, such as aluminum foil or tinfoil, are 
desirable for use in packaging—particularly in the pack 
aging of perishables such as cheese. They lend themselves 
well to printing techniques, they are highly impervious to 
moisture and gas vapor, and they are relatively easy to 
work with during the packaging operation. Metal foil, 
however, is subject to corrosion when used in direct con 
tact with moist or acidic food materials, such as natural 
or processed cheese. Consequently, metal foils ‘are usually 
provided with a corrosion resistant coating on the surface 
adjacent the food material. That is, the metal foil is 
usually used in combination with another ?lm material 
in a laminate form, or protective surface coating such 
as wax and/or plastic resin. 

Neverthless, when laminated metal foil packaging ma 
terials are used to package moist or acidic foods, such as 
cheese, corrosion problems are still encountered at the 
edges of the wrapping sheet where the coating may not 
be present. 

It is an object of the present invention to provide an 
improved package for cheese utilizing metal foil. It is 
another object of the invention to provide a metal foil 
package for food material which is not subject to corro 
sion of the metal foil. It is a further object of the present 
invention to provide an improved method for packaging 
cheese with metal foil. It is a still further object of the 
present invention to provide a method for packaging 
cheese in a metal foil packaging material wherein corro 
sion of the metal foil does not occur. 

These and other objects of the present invention will 
become more apparent from the following detailed de 
scription and the accompanying drawings, wherein: 

FIG. ‘1 is a perspective View of a package embodying 
various of the features of the invention; 
FIG. 2 is a cross sectional view taken along line 2—2 

of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is a cross sectional view taken along line 3—3 

of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 4 is a schematic view illustrating a preferred 

method of forming the package of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 5 is an enlarged fragmented sectional view of the 

package embodying various of the features of the inven 
tion; and 

FIG. 6 is an enlarged fragmented sectional view corre 
sponding to FIG. 5 but without the features of the inven? 
tion. 
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Generally, in accordance with various of the features of 
the invention, a package for cheese units is provided 
from metal foil wrapping material which has been coated 
on at least one of its larger surfaces with a material which 
is corrosion resistant. The package is formed so that the 
lowermost edge of the wrapper in contact with the unit 
being packaged is turned under to provide a cuif. 

Referring now more particularly to the drawing, there 
is illustrated a package '11 which can contain various 
products but the illustrated embodiment, by way of ex 
ample, comprises a single slice of cheese enclosed in a seg 
ment or piece 15 of sheet wrapping material. The sheet 
15 includes a layer 17 of a metallic foil (such as aluminum 
foil) provided on one of its two larger surfaces with a 
continuous acid impervious coating 19 which is not 
subject to corrosion when placed in contact with the acid 
of the cheese. Ideally, this coating is also a thermoplastic 
material so that the sheet can be heat sealed to itself at 
appropriate locations. The coating may be selected from 
any known materials for coating sheet wrapping material. 
These materials include polyole?ns, such as polyethylene 
or vinyl plastics, polyesters, epoxy materials in combina 
tion with a ‘heat sealable layer and polyamides. In a pre 
ferred embodiment, the coating is polyethylene or a vinyl 
plastic. 
The sheet 15 has opposed edges 21 and 23, and edges 

25 and 27 transverse to the opposed edges. It is contem 
plated that the sheet 15 be cut from a continuous web 29 
(FIG. 4) fed from a roll or coil, in which case the op 
posed edges 21 and 23 de?ne segments of the longitudinal 
side edges of the web and the transverse edges 25 and 
27 are formed when the web is cut transversely. In such a 
case, ‘the sheet is rectangular, with the opposed edges 21 
and 23 parallel to each other and perpendicular to the 
transverse edges 25 and 27, which are also mutually 
parallel. 
The sheet 15 is formed about the cheese slice 13 with 

the coating 19 adjacent the surfaces of the slice. It de 
?nes a bottom panel 31 and top flaps 33 and 3-5 which 
overlie the upper surface of the slice as shown. As will 
be noted in FIG. 2, the flaps 33‘ and 35 de?ne a greater 
area than the bottom panel 311. That is, the sum of the 
widths of the flaps 33 and 35, as measured from the folds 
at the edges of the slice to the opposed edges 21 and 23 
of "the sheet, is greater than the width of the slice. Thus, 
the ?ap 33 underlies and is overlapped by the flap 35. 

It‘ has been found that the edges 21, 23, 25 and 27 of 
the sheet 15 are generally not coated suf?ciently to prevent 
corrosion of the metal at the edge. Insofar as the edges 
25.and 27 are concerned this is due at least in part to 
the fact that these edges have been freshly cut from a 
web after the coating was applied. The edges 21 and 23 
in most instances will also be cut after the web is coated 
as a result of an edge trimming operation. Thus, the 
metallic foil layer, although inaccessible over one entire 
surface of the sheet 15, is exposed on the opposite surface 
as well as along the four edges of the sheet. It will be 
appreciated that the form of wrap thus far described, with 
out further modi?cation, would locate the opposed edge 
21, along which the metal foil layer 17 is exposed, im 
mediately adjacent the cheese, but separated from the 
cheese by the width of the coating, as shown in FIG. 6. 
It has been observed that when cheese is wrapped in this 
manner ,a situation is created under which the foil is likely 
to corrode. Surprisingly, it has been found that if the 
sheet is arranged so that the Wrapper edge 21 is folded 
back upon itself so that the edge 21 is turned under the 
sheet 15 to provide a turned-under cuff 37, the metal foil 
will not be corroded during storage of the food material. 
Such folding under to provide a cuff places the metal foil 
in direct contact with the food material, as shown in 
FIG. 5. 
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The portion 39 of the sheet parallel to and immediately 

adjacent the opposed edge 23 is also folded back upon 
itself for reasons which will be explained shortly. After 
forming the package around the cheese slice with the 
turned under cuff 37 and turned back portion or lip 39, 
as shown in FIG. 2, the portions of the sheet adjacent 
the transverse edges 25 and 27 are pressed together under 
the application of heat to form seals 41. 

It will be noted that there is no seal between the ?aps 
33 and 35 over the central portion of the package. That 
is, there is no seal extending transversely of the package 
in parallel relation to the opposed edges 21 and 23. Thus, 
the package may be easily opened by inserting the ?ngers 
or an instrument under the folded over portion 39 and 
then lifting the ?ap 35, thereby breaking the seal 41 be 
tween the ?ap and the bottom panel 31. The ?ap 33 is 
similarly lifted to break the seals between that ?ap and 
the bottom panel. The slice 13 is thus exposed and readily 
accessible. In the opening of the package, the folded over 
edge portions 37 and 39 of the ?aps 33 and 35 respectively 
serve to facilitate the grasping of the ?aps for lifting. 

It is not fully understood how the turned under cuff 
of the present invention acts to prevent corrosion. The 
exposed uncoated edge 21 of the metal foil is still in 
proximity to the cheese. Indeed, as can be seen in FIG. 5, 
if the metal foil is not coated on the exterior surface an 
entire section of the metal foil 43 is in direct contact 
wtih the cheese slice 13. This would lead one to believe 
that corrosion would occur more rapidly due to the greater 
sufrace area of metal foil exposed to the cheese. Yet, 
in accordance with the invention, it has been found that 
corrosion does not occur when a turned under cuff 37 
of the metal foil is provided, as described, whether the 
metal foil is coated on both surfaces or not. Similarly, 
when the metal foil is not provided with a turned under 
cuff 37, as shown in FIG. 6, corrosion does occur whether 
the metal foil is coated with a protective coating on one 
or both surfaces. 
While not wishing to be bound by any theory, it is 

believed that the corrosion of the metal foil, when located 
as shown in FIG. 6, is due to the establishment of a con~ 
centration gradient. This type of corrosion is referred 
to as concentration cell corrosion. It is known that two 
solutions of different concentrations will set up an electri 
cal potential between them similar to that produced by 
a battery. If oxygen is present in a liquid and the liquid 
is in contact with air, then the oxygen content of the 
liquid will remain substantially constant due to being re 
plenished from the air. However, any liquid which is 
contained in small holes or cracks in a metal surface adja 
cent the liquid but separated slightly therefrom will not 
be able to obtain oxygen from the main body of liquid. 
When the oxygen of the liquid in the holes and cracks 
is exhausted, it is difficult for additional oxygen to get 
in to replace it. Therefore, the oxygen concentration of 
the liquid in the holes and cracks is different from that 
of the main body of liquid and a concentration cell is 
established. The minute electrical effect that is established 
is sufficient to make corrosion proceed quite rapidly. 

In the package of the present invention, as shown in 
FIG. 5, the turned under cuff 37 establishes a pocket 38 
which is substantially cut off from contact with air. The 
atmosphere of the pocket in contact with the edge por 
tion 21 has a saturated solution of the liquid contained 
in the cheese slice 13. This present-s a constant oxygen 
environment to the edge portion 21 and prevents any con 
centration cells from forming. This in turn prevents any 
electrical effect from initiating corrosion. The same is true 
of a surface 43 of metal foil in contact with the cheese. 
FIG. 4 illustrates a prefererd method of forming the 

package 11 of FIGS. 1-3. In accordance with the pre 
ferred method, the wrapping material is continuously fed 
in the form of the web 29 from a coil or roll 45 over a 
?at generally horizontal surface with the coating 19 up 
permost. The cheese slices 13 are deposited one by one 
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4 
in spaced-apart relation on the moving web, and the longi 
tudinal side edge portions of the web are brought up 
wardly on each side of the slices. As these side edge por 
tions are brought upwardly, the areas immediately adja 
cent the edges (which ultimately form the edges 21 and 
23 of the sheet 15) are folded over, one inwardly and 
one outwardly, to provide the cuff 37 and lip 39 previ 
ously referred to. These longitudinal side edge portions 
are then placed in overlying relation to the cheese slices 
13, with the portion to the right as viewed in FIG. 4 
overlying the portion to the left. The envelope thus 
formed is then sealed and severed transversely to form 
packages 11, each containing an individually wrapped 
slice of cheese. 

It should be apparent, of course, that the method could 
also be performed by bringing the web over slices moving 
on a conveyor, with the cuff and lip then being formed 
under the slices rather than over the slices. The method 
described, however, was chosen for ease of illustration. 

EXAMPLE 

A group of packages was prepared in accordance with 
the present invention wherein single slices of process 
cheese were packaged. The overlapped ?aps 33 of the 
packages were folded under a distance of one-quarter 
inch. The top ?ap 35 was placed in position over the top 
surfaces of the slices and folded upwardly one-quarter 
inch to form a lip 39. The portions of the wrapper ad 
jacent the edges 25 and 27 were then heat sealed and 
the packages containing the single slices of processed 
cheese were stored. A second group of packages was 
similarly prepared except that the flaps 33 were not 
folded under. These packages were also placed in storage 
and the two groups of packages were observed from time 
to time. 
At the end of two months storage time, the packages 

without the flaps 33 being folded under were observed 
to have become corroded at the junction of the edge 21 
with the packaged processed cheese. The packages with 
the fold showed no such corrosion. 
An improved package utilizing metal foil has thus 

been shown and described, together with a method of 
forming the package. The improved package having a 
turned under cuff provides a unique method for prevent 
ing corrosion of metal foil packages. 

While various of the features of the invention have 
been shown and described with respect to one speci?c 
embodiment thereof, it should be apparent that various 
modi?cations may be made therein without departing from 
the scope of the invention. 

Various of the features of the invention are set forth 
in the following claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A package comprising cheese enclosed on all sides 

by a piece of coated metallic wrapping material; said 
piece of wrapping material having two opposed edges and 
edges transverse to the opposed edges, said piece being 
formed so as to provide the lowermost of the opposed 
edges in contact with the article with a turned under cuff, 
said piece of wrapping material being wrapped around 
the cheese with the coating adjacent to and in contact 
with the cheese, with the opposed edges extending across 
the cheese, and with the portion of the piece adjacent 
one opposed edge in overlapping but unsealed relation to 
the portion of the piece adjacent the other opposed edge; 
the area of the lowermost overlapped portion of the piece 
adjacent the other opposed edge being folded back upon 
itself toward the cheese so as to provide said turned under 
cuff with the edge in contact with the cheese; the areas 
of the piece adjacent the edges transverse to the opposed 
edges being joined to enclose the cheese at such areas. 

2. A package in accordance with claim 1, wherein the 
opposed edges of the piece of wrapping material are 
generally parallel. 
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3. A package in accordance with claim 1, wherein the 

metallic foil is coated with a thermoplastic material. 
4. A package in accordance with claim 1, wherein the 

coating material is polyethylene. 
5. A package in accordance with claim 1, wherein the 

coating material is a vinyl plastic. 
6. A package in accordance with claim 1, wherein the 

piece of wrapping material is rectangular. 
7. A package in accordance with claim 1, wherein the 

areas of the piece of wrapping material adjacent the 
edges transverse to the opposed edges are sealed to 
gether. 

8. A package in accordance with claim 3, wherein the 
areas of the piece of wrapping material adjacent the 
edges transverse to the opposed edges are heat sealed 
together. 

9. A package in accordance with claim 1, wherein the 
coating of the wrapping material is in direct contact 
with the surface of the cheese. 

10. A method of wrapping cheese slices in metallic 
foil wrapping material having a continuous coating on 
one of its larger surfaces, said method comprising align 
ing the slices in a row and in spaced relation to each 
other in the row, disposing an elongated sheet of the 
wrapping material adjacent the row of slices with the 
longitudinal edges of the sheet generally parallel to the 
longitudinal axis of the row with the coating adjacent 
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the slices, forming in an unsealed manner the elongated 
sheet of the wrapping material into an envolope enclos 
ing the row of slices by bringing portions of the sheet 
adjacent the longitudinal edges into overlying relation 
with the slices with one of the portions overlapping the 
other, folding the area of the lowermost overlapped por 
tion of the sheet adjacent the edge of that portion back 
upon itself toward the slices, and pinching the envelope 
together transversely between adjacent spaced slices to 
isolate the slices from each other. 

11. A method in accordance with claim 10, wherein 
the envelope is sealed and severed transversely in the 
areas where it is pinched together between slices. 
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